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Light refurb of shop & uppers, B1

Client’s circumstances:

A property investor had the opportunity to acquire

been vacant for some time it had fallen into disrepair so 
required refurbishment throughout.

MT Finance solution:

The broker approached MT Finance to provide 
a short-term loan based against the value of the 
property in its current state. We provided a 65% LTV 
semi-commercial loan at 0.85% over 18-month term. 
Interest was retained for 12 of the 18-month term, as 
the client had the ability to service payments from 
12-months onward- this also maximised the net release 
to the client.

The benefits:

By obtaining a short-term loan based against the 
current value, the client was able to complete the 
purchase and refurbish the property before letting 
it out.

The 18-month term allowed the client time to complete 

Semi-commercial purchase, EN1

Client’s circumstances:

Client required £125,000 to complete the purchase of 
a semi-commercial asset comprising of an unoccupied 

looking to use as a new business venture.

The client had been served a Notice to Complete 

commercial mortgage provider but was quickly running 
out of time. By the time they approached their broker, 
there was only 2 weeks left to complete the imposed 
deadline from the vendor.

MT Finance solution:

provided a £125,000 short-term loan, at 58% LTV. 
Interest was retained at 0.85% over 6 months.

The benefits:

By sourcing a short-term loan the client’s broker was 

product is built upon. The client managed to save 
his deposit and give himself enough time to raise a 
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